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Summary    Addressable remote multiplexed time division telemetry systems are being
used more and more. Most of these systems operate with serial addresses generated by a
central unit where each data source has a unique address. Thus the address sequence
determines the particular format. In one type of system, the address sequence is
determined by transfer logic between a counter and an address shift register. It takes
several man-weeks of effort to develop a format and the logic equations to implement the
address sequence for that format. To avoid this effort, an algorithm and computer
program that generates the formats and the logic equations has been developed and is
described. The program data inputs are: the basic format configuration of addresses
(channels or data sources) per frame and the frames per master frame; and the number
and types of channels at each samples per master frame (S/MF) rate. The program
outputs are: address assignments by program ID, telemetry formats sequences with
program ID, and the set equations for the address output shift register. Several checks are
made during the program and if program restrictions are violated or format generation is
impossible, error messages are printed and the program may be halted.

Introduction    In the past few years, addressable remote multiplexed time division
telemetry systems have been replacing single package systems primarily because of
weight and flexibility advantages. A number of these systems operate with remote
multiplexers that respond to serial addresses received from a central control unit where
each address corresponds to an analog sample or digital word. One of the methods used
to generate the address sequence is to determine each address from t4e state of word and
frame counters which change state for each address** (i.e., at each sample time or word
time). Figure 1 is a Block Diagram of such a method.



In such a system each data source has a unique address. Thus, the telemetry format is
determined by the sequence of the addresses. During the design and fabrication of
several address sequence generators of this type, it became obvious that an algorithm and
computer program for determining the format and the logic equations would be most
advantageous.

The algorithm was developed to meet the requirements of a particular system but it is
easily adaptable for use with other systems. The system  for which it was developed has
the following restrictions:

1) Addresses are 10 bit words.
2) The words per frame can be 8, 16, 32, 60 or 64.
3) The frames per master frame can be 4, 8, 16, 30 or 32.
4) The last words of each frame will be sync words.
5) The first word in each master frame will be reserved for binary event data at tiie

master frame rate.
6) Channels with binary data should not follow each other.
7) There may be up to three selectable modes (i.e., formats).
8) One word per master frame will be used to identify the mode.

In the development of the algorithm, sampling rates were always considered to be
referred to the master frame rate. For instance, a sample rate of 30 per master frame
where the master frame is repeated four times per second will produce an actual rate of
120 samples per second. The use of this definition for sampling rate simplifies the
algorithm.

General Description of the Algorithm    The algorithm basically performs three
operations, 1) the input data is accepted and is prepared for use, 2) the format(s) are
generated and, 3) the set equations for the address shift register are generated.

In data preparation, Figure 2, the clock control card containing the words per frame and
the frames per master frame is used to select the allowable sampling rates (for equal
periods between samples) and the allowable numbers for equal spacing between
channels or data sources per card. The data card contents (ID, type, number of channels,
and samples per master frame for each format) are then checked to see that the sample
rates are allowable, that the total number of time slots required does not exceed the
product of words/frame and frames/master frame and that the total number of channels
(addresses) required does not exceed 1023 for 10 bit addresses. This original information
is printed and a new set of cards is generated that contains only the allowable number of
channels per card. This new set is then sorted by 1) samples per master frame, 2) type
and 3) number of channels.



In format generation, Figure 3, the program attempts to assign time slots to all channels
as required for each channel’s sampling rate in the first format, format A. If it cannot, the
most probable cause is that the time slots for equal spacing between channels on a data
card are unavailable. So the allowable numb er of channels per card is reduced for the
sampling rate where the condition occurred and for all lower sampling rates. It then
generates and sorts a new set of cards and again attempts time slot assignment. This
repeats until the first format is assigned. It then transfers time slot assignments for
channels that are the same for formats A and B, sorts the remaining format B cards as
before and attempts to assign them. If it cannot, it reduces the allowable number of
channels per card, reassigns format A, transfers time slots as before and again attempts
format B assignment. This repeats until format B is assigned. Then channels common to
formats A and C are transferred and channels common to formats B and C are transferred
providing the time slots were not used by the A to C transfer. Format C assignment is
then performed similarly to format B.

In Figure 4, addresses are assigned in ascending order to each channel after the cards are
sorted in descending order of the number of channels per card. Than a counter state table
is generated for each format using the previously generated format and card/channel IDs.
Since both the counter state table and the address table have the same card/channel II)s
the set equations can be generated from them and printed for each format.

Data Preparation     The algorithm was developed for a system which had known words
per frame and frames per master frame and also had a known method of counting the
nonbinary numbers of 60 words per frame and 30 frames per master frame. The 60 words
per frame was obtained by first dividing the word rate by 10, and then further dividing by
2 and 3 to produce sampling rates of one-tenth, one-twentieth and one-sixtieth of the
word rate. The 30 frames per master frame was obtained by 5, 2, and 3 counters
respectively to provide further data rate division of one-fifth, one-tenth and one-thirtieth
of the frame rates. When 30 frames per master frame are used, auxiliary counters provide
rates of one-half and one-third the frame rates. Look-up tables are used to obtain counter
don’t care bits and allowable sample per master frame rates because it was simpler than
generating them. Thus, when the clock control card is read, the appropriate data is
obtained from the tables for use in the generation of program cards and error checking
and for print out.

The error checks are that the S/MF are among those allowed, that the total number of
time slots per format is no greater than the product of words per frame and frames per
master frame, and that the total number of channels is not greater than that obtainable
with a 10 bit address - 1023 since the all zeros combination is not used.



Format Generation    After the data preparation phase has been completed, the format
generation phase is begun. The first time slots assigned are those for the reserved words.
The reserved words are assigned to time slots 1 theough N of the first frame where N is
the number of channels required (one channel is always required). The sync words are
assigned to the last M time slots in each frame, where M is the number of required sync
words. The next assignment is made to the card with the largest S/MF, and largest
number of channels. The algorithm determines the required separation of time’ slots that
will produce evenly spaced samples. Time slot assignments are made in reverse order to
minimize conflicts with the reserved word. The last master frame time slot to be used by
the card is chosen by determining if the channel type is discrete or analog. If the channel
is analog, an even ending location is selected, if discrete, odd. This distinction is made to
keep binary words from following binary words. For an analog channel, the last location
of the card is made by determining the last unused even location. The remaining time
slots required for the card are inspected to ensure that they are unused. If the required
number of time slots are available at the correct interval, the routine assigns the chosen
time slots to this card and begins to process another card. If for some reason the time
slots are not available, another even ending time slot is used. If no other even ending
time slot is available the last available odd time slot is used and the process repeated.
Binary channels are similar except they begin by investigating odd time slots. If neither
odd or even time slots are available, the highest allowable number of channels for this
S/MF and all lower S/MF are removed from the table and the cards are regenerated and
sorted and this routine is reentered. The reduced number of channels per card has a better
possibility of assignment, because the required number of evenly spaced time slots is
reduced.

The above routine will take more time than a routine where the data cards are reduced to
one channel per card at the beginning. But, the above routine is used because it will
usually produce simpler logic equations.

An additional check is added for binary channels, if either of the time slots which
surround each of the chosen slots are binary the ending time slot is rejected because of
format restrictions.

Address Generation    The address generation routine first assigns address 1000000000
to all sync cards. All other cards are then sorted in descending order of number of
channels. For each card the number of binary bits required to express the number of
channels is computed, and this number of leftmost bits is set to the X state. The X state
indicates that these bits will vary with the word and frame counters to provide a unique
address for each channel. The card number minus one is set into the rightmost bits, This
routine assigns a unique address to each channel.



State Generation    For each card the S/MF is used to determine the don’t care bits. The
total number of time slots is divided by the S/MF and this number determines the number
of time slots which must be searched for this card. This number of slots in the telemetry
format is then searched for this card ID and each of the indexes where the card is found
is saved. If the counter is binary the decimal number index is converted to binary. If the
clock is non-binary, the decimal number is converted to a binary number by means of a
table look up.

The algorithm then looks at each bit in each index. If the bit is a don’t care, the state bit
is set to the don’t care state. If the bit is the same for all indexes, the state bit is set to that
state. If the bit is not the same for all indexes, the state bit is set to X. This process is
done for each card and the data for equation generation is ready.

Equation Generation    For each address bit the equation line Sn = is printed (n is the
number of the address bit). Then for each card the address bits are examined in sequence.
If the address bit is a zero, nothing is printed. If it is an X or a one the counter bits are
examined. If the counter bit is true, Qn is printed, if false Q̄n is printed (where n is the
counter bit number). If the counter bit is a don’t care nothing is printed. If the counter bit
is an X and if the address bit is an X and if the number of each X bit is the same (e.g., if
this is the third X bit in the address and the third X bit in the state counter) then Qn is
printed for that bit. Other combinations result in no print. The set equation for each
address bit is completed when all cards have been examined.

Output Description    The algorithm prints the following information: 1) The data from
the clock data card which is the addresses per frame and the frames per master frame; 2)
The allowable samples per master frame in descending order; 3) The original data card
information (ID, type, number of channels, and S/MF for each format); 4) The
information from the final cards used to generate the formats (the original ID, the card
number for that ID, the type, the number of channels, the S/MF for each format, and the
ID assigned by the program) arranged in ascending order by program ID; 5) The address
assignments and program ID numbers arranged in ascending order of program ID
numbers; 6) The telemetry formats arranged in time slot sequence with the program card
ID and the channel number from that card shown for each time slot of all formats; 7) The
set equations in boolean algebra form.

In addition to this information, there are a number of error messages that may be printed.
These are listed below with a brief explanation of their meaning.

ALL TIME SLOTS NOT USED IN MODE A (B, C) - This message is for information
purposes. The total of the number of channels multiplied by the samples per master
frame for the indicated mode is less than the total time slots available.



BINARIES ARE GREATER THAN 1/4 TOTAL TIME SLOTS BINARY MAY
FOLLOW BINARY - This message is for information purposes. Generally the restraint
that a binary cannot follow a binary cannot be met when the required number of binary
time slots is greater than 1/4 of the total time slots.

CONFLICT IN BINARY THEREFORE A BINARY FOLLOWS A BINARY - This
message indicates that the only available time slot for a binary resulted in a binary
following a binary. The probable cause was that the total number of binaries was greater
than 1/4 the total time slots.

EXCESSIVE TIME SLOTS REQUESTED IN MODE A (B, C) - The program stopped
because the total of number of channels multiplied by the samples per master frame for
the indicated mode exceeded the total number of time slots available.

ILLEGAL FRAMES PER MASTER FRAME VALUE - PROGRAM HALT - The
program stopped because the first card in the data deck did not contain a legal value. The
only acceptable values for frames per master frame are 4, 8, 16, 30 and 64.

ILLEGAL SAMPLES PER MASTER FRAME - The program stopped because at least
one of the samples per master frame values in the card printed on the previous line is
invalid. The correct possible values are printed at the beginning of the output for this
run.

ILLEGAL WORDS PER FRAME VALUE - PROGRAM HALT - The program stopped
because the first card in the data deck did not contain a legal value in the words per
frame column. The only acceptable values are 8, 16, 32, 60 and 64.

MORE CHANNELS ARE REQUIRED THAN THERE ARE ADDRESSES - The
program stopped because the total of the number of channels in the data cards exceeds
1023, hence not all requested data could be assigned addresses.

NO PM CARD FOUND - This is a message for information purposes only. There was no
card in the data deck which was designated as a mode word card (of type PM).

NO RESERVED WORD CARD FOUND - PROGRAM HALT - The program stopped
because there was no data card found which was of type RW. The RW must be left
justified in the type field. A reserved word card with S/MF of at least 1 in all modes must
be placed in the data deck.

NO SYNC CARD FOUND - PROGRAM HALT - The program stopped because there
was no data card found which was of type SYNC. There must be at least one Sync card 



in the data deck. The S/MF for this card should be the same as the number of
frames/master frame.

UNKNOWN CONFLICT IN CARDS NOT CAUSED BY BINARY CARDS
SOLUTION UNKNOWN - SUGGEST VERY CAREFUL LOOK AT HIGH SAMPLE
RATE CARDS - The program stopped because there was no available time slot for the
next card. The probable cause in the case of nonbinary clocks is a conflict between
sample rates. If possible, eliminate some of the higher sample rate cards.

Conclusions    The algorithm described has demonstrated the ability to generate the
formats and address set equations within the limitations stated in the introduction.
Modifications to the algorithm and computer program could be made to enable
generation of other format and/or address set equations as follows:

1) Addresses could be changed to other than 10 bit by changing the maximum
number of addresses allowed;

2) Modification for other binary number of words per frame is easy while other non-
binary numbers of words per frame would require more effort;

3) Modifications to frames per master frame would be similar to words per frame
modifications;

4) It is most likely that the sync words will remain at the end of each frame and no
modifications would be necessary.

5) The reserved word requirement could be retained or deleted;
6) The binary data restriction does not stop the program. It merely causes an error

message print;
7) One, two, or three formats can be generated by the present program Modifications

could easily be made to expand the number to four or five if there is considerable
similarity in the format requirements. The program as presently set up will handle
multiple formats with the same words per frame and frames per master frame.

8) The ID word may or may not be included in the present program.

The two most significant aspects of this algorithm are that multiple formats can be easily
generated from only the basic information of words per frame, frames per master frame
and the numbers and kinds of channels at each sampling rate; and that the address
register set equations can be easily determined. These two outputs can be obtained with
approximately 5 minutes of computer central processor time for a rather complex data set
and with a great saving in man hours.

With modifications this algorithm can be used to generate any telemetry format or
formats. With only minor modification, the program could be used to generate the
memory content requirements of a stored program system. This information is already
available in the address and format printouts but would require some manual correlation.



A small change to the program could be made so that the addresses would be printed out
in the format sequence.

In its present form the biggest disadvantage is that the set equations are produced in an
unreduced form. There has been no logic reduction done on the equations generated by
the algorithm and so the equations may be quite long. A second very promising
algorithm for logic reduction was being developed under the same NASA contract at the
time this paper was being prepared.

Figure 1, Address Generator Block Diagram

Figure 2, Data Preparation



Figure 3, Format Generation Figure 4, Address, State and Equation




